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THE OECD THE OECD ICT SECTOR ICT SECTOR 
CLASSIFICATION CLASSIFICATION 

STANDARDSTANDARD
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ICT SECTOR STANDARD DEVELOMENT (i)

1) ICT definition – following broad underlying concept (main guiding principle) to define 
ICT economic activities (industries) was proposed to be used:

1a) For manufacturing industries, the products (goods) of a candidate industry must:

- fulfil the function of information processing and communication including 
transmission and display,

or
- use electronic processing to detect, measure and/or record physical 

phenomena or control a physical process.

1b) For services industries, the products (services) of a candidate industry must be 
intended to enable the function of information processing and communication by 
electronic means.

In 1998, OECD countries agreed on an ICT sector classification standard based on the 
set of the following guiding principles to identify ICT industries (economic activities):
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ICT SECTOR STANDARD DEVELOMENT (ii)

2) Classification system – the following underlying international industrial classification 
system (the UN International Standard Industrial Classification of all Economic Activities 
Revision 3) was proposed to be used to delineate ICT industries

3) Alternate structure (main output categories used) – it is proposed (for outputs) to 
group ICT industries into two main subsector (ICT manufacturing and ICT services 
subsector)

4) Implementation – concordances with other national industrial classifications were 
developed, data collection (data sources, variables and core tables), data dissemination 
and relevant analysis production (OECD publications) have been step by step carried out

In 2002 the ICT sector (2002 OECD update) became an “alternate structure” of the UN 
International Standard Industrial Classification of all Economic Activities Rev. 3.1. 

The 2006 ongoing ICT sector revision based on the new ISIC Rev. 4 classification –
for more information see presentation for seminar two, session one (I)
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ISIC Rev 3.1 BASED ICT SECTOR DEFINITION (i)

Manufacture of insulated wire and cable3130

ICT MANUFACTURING SUBSECTOR 
List of ICT related economic activities (manufac. industries) expressed in terms of  ISIC Rev. 3.1

Manufacture of industrial process control equipment3313

Manufacture of instruments and appliances for measuring, checking, testing, 
navigating and other purposes

3312

Manufacture of television and radio receivers, sound or video recording or 
reproduction apparatus, and associated goods

3230323

Manufacture of television and radio transmitters and apparatus for line telephony 
and line telegraphy

3220322

Manufacture of electronic valves and tubes and other electronic components3210321

MANUFACTURE OF RADIO, TELEVISION AND COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT 
& APPARATUS

DIVISION 32

MANUFACTURE OF OFFICE, ACCOUNTING AND COMPUTING MACHINERYDIVISION 30
DescriptionClassGroup

- to fulfil the function of information processing and communication including 
transmission and display,  or
- must use electronic processing to detect, measure and/or record physical 
phenomena or control a physical process.
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Software publishing 7221722
Other software consultancy and supply 7229722

ICT SERVICES SUBSECTOR
List of ICT related economic activities (service’s industries) expressed in terms of  ISIC Rev. 3.1

DescriptionClassGroup

Other computer related activities7290729
Maintenance and repair of office, accounting and computing machinery7250725
Database activities and online distribution of electronic content 7240724
Data processing7230723

Hardware consultancy7210721
COMPUTER AND RELATED ACTIVITIESDIVISION 72
Telecommunications6420642

Intangible services
Renting of office machinery and equipment (including computers)7123

Wholesale of electronic and telecommunications parts and equipment                                     
(new class replacing partly the old 5150 class from the 1998 definition)5152

Wholesale of computers, computer peripheral equipment and software                                   
(new class replacing partly the old 5150 class from the 1998 definition)5151

Goods related services (wholesale of ICT equipment)

ISIC Rev 3.1 BASEDISIC Rev 3.1 BASED ICT SECTOR DEFINITION (ii)ICT SECTOR DEFINITION (ii)

Borderline case
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2006 2006 PROPOSAL               PROPOSAL               
FOR ICT SECTOR             FOR ICT SECTOR             

REVIEWREVIEW
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION (i)

Context – main reasons, rationale related to this review:
1) Dynamic nature of ICT related activities – The emergence of new ICT related activities (web 

portals, e-commerce etc) and rapid changes in the current economic activities related to ICT 
production (mobile phones manufacturing)

2) Recent ICT goods and services classification standards development – the ICT sector definition 
is subject to reconsideration in the context of the finalisations of ICT products classifications. In 
particular, the ICT sector definition is impacted by changes in both ICT goods [DSTI/ICCP/IIS(2006)1] 
and ICT services [DSTI/ICCP/IIS (2006)1] classification proposed in terms of the new UN’s Central 
Product Classification Version 2 at the 2006 WPIIS meeting.

3) New ISIC Rev 4 - The United Nations Statistical Commission, at its session on 7 March 2006, 
approved the revised structure of the UN International Standard Industrial Classification of all 
Economic Activities Revision 4. New ISIC Rev. 4 is a main driver of ongoing ICT sector classification 
standard review and the ongoing rapid development of ICTs was one of the primary reasons for the 
ISIC modification.   

4) ICT sector as an ‘alternate structure’ in the new ISIC Rev. 4 publication (2007) - The OECD, 
Eurostat and the United Nations Statistical Division are interested in improving the ICT sector 
classification standard and in inclusion of this standard in the new ISIC manual as international 
recommendation.

Main aim of the ICT sector review is to keep this standard contemporary and attempt to 
preserve continuity to the extent possible. This is a particular challenge for ICT standard 
where new ICT related goods and services rapidly emerge and evolve. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION (ii)

1) The experiences from the implementation and use of the current ICT sector definition
2) Outputs of the OECD and Eurostat meetings dealing with ICT classifications issue - Namely  

the May 2006 OECD WPIIS meeting and the June 2006 Eurostat WG on ICT statistics  meeting 
and related Task Forces

3) Output of a small OECD ad hoc expert group - An Expert Group on the 2006 ICT    
Classifications Review (8 countries) was set up after the last WPIIS meeting to help solve some 
issues related to the ICT sector classifications review raised during the WPIIS meeting.

4) The ‘Content’ sector development as part of the ‘information economy’ - open issue  since 
1997 (see new proposal based on ISIC Rev 4)

5) NAICS based Information sector - Division 51 of the North American Industry Classification 
System (NAICS) since 2002 as an “alternate structure” in ISIC Rev. 3.1

Review of the ICT sector definition is reflecting:

The following issues were also considered in this proposal:

- Comparability between the ICT sector definitions - based on the ISIC Rev. 3.1 and Rev. 4.

- Comparability between the ICT sector and ICT products classification
- Further implementation and use of ISIC Rev. 4 based ICT classification standard
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2006 ICT SECTOR CONCEPT REVIEW 

The ICT sector review is based on the same general underlying concept that was 
used in the previous development of this standard. 

It emphasizes the intended use or functionality of products that our main outputs 
of the economic activities (industries) concerned. 

In addition it is proposed to add word “primary” for a function of the product that 
must be fulfil and to specify “electronic means” when referring to the information 
processing and communication.

Main proposed change is restriction of the scope (definition) used for 
determining ICT manufacturing activities 

See next slides for detailed information about guiding principles proposed to be 
used for ICT manufacturing and ICT services subsector review

12

ICT RELATED MANUFACTURING ACTIVITIES (i)
It is proposed to restrict the scope (definition) of ICT manufacturing activities and use only first part of 
the current guiding principle (in other words, not using second part: “products of a candidate manufacturing 
industry must use electronic processing to detect, measure and/or record physical phenomena or control a 
physical process”). 

Reviewed guiding principle (definition) to determine the ICT manufacturing activities:
“The products of a candidate manufacturing industry must be intended to primary fulfil the function of 
electronic information processing and communication (including transmission, recording, storage and 
display)”. 

+    This includes also production of electronic components

Main arguments for this restriction are:
The current OECD ICT manufacturing subsector definition includes a broader range of ICT related 
industries than is often used for some analytical purposes or understand by large public. 
As additional items fulfil the guiding principles used for definition of ICT goods (mainly its second 
part) a broader range of economic activities (industries) will need to be added. 
In addition, many goods that our outputs of these activities (e.g. measuring equipment) based on this 
broad concept were not considered as ICT relevant for a final list of ICT goods that was agreed 
in 2003 (2003, OECD).
Also the service activities included into the current definition for the ICT service subsector are not 
related to the second part of this guiding principle.
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ICT RELATED MANUFACTURING ACTIVITIES (ii)

Example of ICT related manufacturing economic activities:
Communication is interpret here as an electronic transfer of information (including data, text, 
pictures, voice and video) from one location to another. The commonality of economic activities 
classified here is the production of (carrier) equipment with a main function to enable transmission 
of content, without being involved in its creation. The transmission facilities that carry out these 
activities may be based on a single technology or a combination of technologies. It includes 
economic activities that design, develop, manufacture and sell mainly telecommunication 
equipment such as mobile phones, fixed telephone sets and solutions (equipment, instruments and 
related services) for data, video and voice networks. 
Information processing (i) here means the electronic capture, collection, storage, manipulation, 
transmission, retrieval, and presentation of information in the form of data, text, voice, or image in a 
digital form and includes telecommunications and office automation functions and includes 
businesses that design, develop, manufacture and sell information processing products such as 
computers, computer peripheral (input-output) equipment and related computer systems and some 
services.  

Information processing (ii) here also means following functions: digital information reception, 
recording, reproducing, storing and displaying. The activities primarily engaged in manufacture of 
electronic audio and video equipment for home entertainment, motor vehicle, public address and 
musical instrument amplifications are included here. In addition the businesses engaged in 
manufacturing photographic and photocopying equipment (e.g. digital cameras) are also 
concerned. And finally, the business primarily engaged in manufacturing magnetic and optical 
recording media, such as blank magnetic tape, blank diskettes, blank optical discs, hard drive 
media, and blank magnetic tape cassettes are included. 
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ICT RELATED SERVICE ACTIVITIES ICT RELATED SERVICE ACTIVITIES 

Example of ICT related economic activities to be about fulfil proposed guiding principle (definition):
- Providing expertise in the field of information technologies (writing, modifying, testing and supporting 

computer software to meet the needs of a particular client); 
- Providing telecommunications and related service activities, that is transmitting voice, data, text, 

sound and video without being involved in the creation of the content that is transmitted 
(telecommunications services); 

- Planning and designing computer systems that integrate computer hardware, software and 
communication technologies (computer systems design services); 

- On-site management and operation of clients' computer systems and/or data processing facilities; and 
other professional and technical computer-related activities (computer disaster recovery services, 
software installation services); 

- Providing infrastructure for hosting, data processing services and related activities, as well as the 
provision of search facilities and other portals for the

It is proposed to use same guiding principle (definition) as for the current ICT services:
The products of a candidate ICT services industry must be primary intended to enable the function of 
information processing and communication by electronic means. 

Software publishing but also licensing of rights to reproduce and distribute computer software 
protected by copyright are other service activities to  be consider as ICT relevant.

In addition, goods related services that enable the distribution (such as ICT wholesale and retail 
trade), renting, leasing, repairing, maintenance and installation of ICT equipment should be 
considered. 
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UNDERLYING CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM USED UNDERLYING CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM USED –– ISIC R4  ISIC R4  

New ISIC Revision 4 was modified to better reflect the needs for a classification of ICT industries (mainly 
services) as one of the main objectives of the ISIC revision was to reflect the growing importance of 
"information" in the economy and in society. 

- As the results the following two main changes relevant to ICT sector classification were introduce:
- Division 26: Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products
- New Section J: Information and communication. 

- In addition it will be possible:
- Better identify ICT activities classifications compare to the current revision:

- Manufacture of computers and peripheral equipment
- Manufacture of communication equipment etc.,
- And most ICT related service activities (e.g. Telecommunications, IT service activities) 

- Newly identify ICT goods related services  such as:
- Retail sale of ICT equipment in specialized stores.
- Repair of ICT equipment

- Cover activities did not exist or early stage of development when ISIC Rev. 3.1 was elaborated 
- Web site hosting,
- Web portals,
- Wireless telecommunications activities

16

STRUCTURE TO BE USED (ICT CATEGORIES) 

The structure plays an important role in the usefulness of the classification. 
Proposed structure should enable better statistical and analytical work with ICT sector data. 
The proposed ICT sector breakdown is based on common characteristics of the included ICT producing 
industries. 

ICT sector

ICT equipment                    
trade activities

ICT                   
services

ICT 
manufacturing

M. of computers and 
peripheral equipment

M. of communication 
equipment

M. of consumer electronics; 
magnetic & optical media

M. of electronic components

WholesaleRetail sale in            
spec. stores

Telecomm
unications 

Information technology 
service activities incl. 

ICT repair

Information 
service activities

Software 
publishing*

ICT              
distribution
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ISIC R4 – BASED ICT SECTOR PROPOSAL
It is proposed to include following industries in terms of the ISIC Rev. 4 into the OECD ICT 
sector definition (list of industries “ISIC Rev. 4 divisions, groups and classes” included into 
the revised ICT sector definition)

ClassGroup

Manufacture of consumer electronics2640264
Manufacture of magnetic and optical media2680268

2620

Retail sale of computers, peripheral units, software & telecommunication                         
equipment in special stores4741

Retail sale of ICT equipment in special stores
Wholesale of electronic and telecommunications equipment and parts                                4652

Wholesale of computers, computer peripheral equipment and software                               4651

Wholesale of ICT equipment
ICT EQUIPMENT TRADE ACTIVITIES

Manufacture of communication equipment2630263
Manufacture of computers and peripheral equipment262
Manufacture of electronic components2610261

ICT MANUFACTURING ACTIVITIES

Description
ISIC Rev. 4 code
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ISIC R4 – BASED ICT SECTOR – PROPOSAL (ii)

ICT SERVICES

Repair of computers and peripheral equipment9511

REPAIR OF ICT EQUIPMENT
Repair of computers and communication equipment951

Web portals, data processing, hosting and related activities631
Data processing, hosting and related activities6311
Web portals6312

Information technology consultancy activities and computer facilities management 6202

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICE ACTIVITIES

TELECOMMUNICATIONSDIVISIONS 61 

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING

Satellite telecommunications activities6130613
Other telecommunications activities6190619

6110

Repair of communication equipment9512

INFORMATION SERVICE ACTIVITIES
Other information technology service activities6209

Computer programming activities6201
DIVISIONS 62 

Wireless telecommunications activities6120612
Wired telecommunications activities611

Software publishing5820582

DescriptionISIC Rev. 4 code
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THE OECD CONTENTTHE OECD CONTENT
CLASSIFICATION STANDARDSCLASSIFICATION STANDARDS

20

CONTENT SECTOR DEVELOPMENTCONTENT SECTOR DEVELOPMENT

1. It is an organized message intended for human beings. 

2. It results from an organized production activity.

3. It is combined with, or carried by, a medium.

4. Its diffusion is not restricted to a list of privileged recipients.

5. Its diffusion requires a communication medium, i.e. a mass diffusion medium.

6. Its diffusion requires the intervention of a publisher that is of a publishing business. 

The issue of content products and sector definitions has been discussed previously 
at many WPIIS meeting but so far no final consensus was reached:

1st meeting 1997 – The need for a definition of the Content sector is highlighted.
2nd meeting 1998 – A decision is taken on having separate definitions for the  ICT

and the Content sector.
6th meeting 2002 – A definition of the Content sector as a component of the 

Information economy [DSTI/ICCP/IIS/RD(2002)10] was proposed using following 
guiding principles (content characteristics) to identify content products: 
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DEFINITION

A content product corresponds to an organized message intended for human beings 
published in mass communication media.

The value of such product to the consumer does not lie in its tangible qualities but in 
its information, educational, cultural or entertainment content.

The content sector is the group of economic activities that are primarily engaged in 
the publishing and/or the electronic distribution of content products:

Publishing activities 
Motion picture, video and television programme production 
Broadcasting and programming activities 
Other information service activities 

22

ISIC R4 - BASED CONTENT SECTOR (PROPOSAL) 
Following economic activities expressed in terms of ISIC Rev. 4 industrial divisions or groups 
from the new Section J are proposed to be included in the Content sector definition:

58 PUBLISHING ACTIVITIES
581 Publishing of books, periodicals and other publishing activities
5811 Book publishing
5812 Publishing of directories and mailing lists
5813 Publishing of newspapers, journals and periodicals
5819 Other publishing activities
582 Software publishing (partly – only multi-media/entertainment software)*

59 MOTION PICTURE, VIDEO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMME PRODUCTION
591 Motion picture, video and television programme activities
5911 Motion picture, video and television programme production activities
5912 Motion picture, video and television programme post-production activities
5913 Motion picture, video and television programme distribution activities
5914 Motion picture projection activities
592 Sound recording and music publishing activities

60 BROADCASTING AND PROGRAMMING ACTIVITIES
601 Radio broadcasting 
602 Television broadcasting and subscription programming

632 OTHER INFORMATION SERVICE ACTIVITIES
6321 News agency activities 
6329 Other information service activities n.e.c.
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CONCEPT OF INFORMATION ECONOMY SECTORCONCEPT OF INFORMATION ECONOMY SECTOR

ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES (INDUSTRY) OF 
INFORMATION ECONOMY

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION 
TECHNOLOGY (ICT) SECTOR

CONTENT AND MEDIA
SECTOR

COPYRIGHT 
ACTIVITIES

ICT               
MANUFACT

INFORMATION 
SERVICES*

CONTENT 
PUBLISHING 

ICT                            
SERVICES

Broadcasting  
programming 

activities

TRADE WITH 
ICT EQUIPMENT

Retail 
sale

Motion picture, 
video and TV 
programme 

activities

Sound recording 
and music 
publishing

MEDIA 
ACTIVITIES

Computers and 
peripherals

Electronic 
components 

Communication 
equipment

Consumer 
electronics

Magnetic and 
optical media

Radio TV

SOFTWARE 
PUBLISHING

News agency 
activities

Libraries and 
archives

Repair of ICT 
equipment

Telecomm 
unications

Information 
technology 
(IT) services

Information 
services*

Computer 
programming

IT consultancy

Other IT 
services

Data processing, 
hosting…

Web portals

Wired 
telecomm. activ.

Wireless 
telecomm. activ.

Satellite 
telecomm. activ. 

Other  
telecomm. activ.

Entertainment 
software

Productive 
software

Whol
esale

Book 
publishing

Newspapers, 
journals and 

periodicals 
publishing 

Other 
publishing 

activities

Production

Distribution
Projection
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Thank you
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25http://www.oecd.org/sti/measuring-infoeconomy

http://www.oecd.org/sti/scoreboard

REFERENCES - Hyperlinks to relevant OECD web sites

- The ICT Sector

- Statistics on China ICT trade

- OECD Science, Technology and Industry Scoreboard 2005

- Guide to Measuring the Information Society

- Resources for the information economy

- OECD Key ICT Indicators
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Annex
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‘‘ICT ICT Manufacturing ActivitiesManufacturing Activities’’
ISIC Rev. 4 divisions, groups and classesISIC Rev. 4 divisions, groups and classes

Manufacture of office machinery and equipmentClass 2817
Manufacture of other electrical equipment Class 2790
Manufacture of wiring devicesClass 2733
Manufacture of other electronic and electric wires and cablesClass 2732
Manufacture of fibre optic cables ???Class 2731
Manufacture of wiring and wiring devices (partly)Group 273

Manufacture of magnetic and optical media ??? (ICT or content sector)Class 2680
Manufacture of optical instruments and equipmentClass 2670
Manufacture of irradiation, electromedical and electrotherapeutic equipmentClass 2660
Manufacture of watches and clocksClass 2652
Manufacture of measuring, testing, navigating and control equipmentClass 2651
Manufacture of consumer electronicsClass 2640
Manufacture of communication equipmentClass 2630
Manufacture of computers and peripheral equipmentClass 2620
Manufacture of electronic componentsClass 2610
Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products (partly) Division 26

28

‘‘ICT Repair ActivitiesICT Repair Activities’’
ISIC Rev. 4 division, groups and classesISIC Rev. 4 division, groups and classes

Repair of footwear and leather goods9523

Repair of household appliances and home and garden equipment9522

Division  95 Repair of computers and personal and household goods (partly)

Repair of furniture and home furnishings9524

Repair of personal and household goods, n.e.c.9529

Repair of personal and household goods (partly)952

Repair of electronic and optical equipment 3313

Repair of consumer electronics 9521

Repair of communication equipment9512

Repair of computers and peripheral equipment9511

Repair of computers and communication equipment951

DescriptionClassGroup
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‘‘ICT Trade and Renting ICT Trade and Renting ActivitiesActivities’’
ISIC Rev. 4 groups and classesISIC Rev. 4 groups and classes

Retail sale of ICT equipment in specialized stores474

Wholesale of machinery, equipment and supplies465

Wholesale of agricultural machinery, equipment and supplies 4653

Retail sale of audio and video equipment in specialized stores4742

Retail sale of computers, peripheral units, software & telecommunication                        
equipment in special stores

4741

Wholesale of other machinery and equipment4659

Wholesale of electronic and telecommunications equipment and parts4652

Wholesale of computers, computer peripheral equipment and software4651

ICT TRADE ACTIVITIESClassGroup

Renting and leasing of other machinery, equip. & tangible goods n.e.c. 
(borderline class)7730773

Leasing of no financial intangible assets (borderline class)7740774

ICT RENTING,  LEASING and LICENSING ACTIVITIESClassGroup
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‘‘ICT Service ICT Service ActivitiesActivities’’
ISIC Rev. 4 divisions, groups and classes of the ISIC Rev. 4 divisions, groups and classes of the 

Software publishing (borderline group)???582

Publishing of books, periodicals and other publishing activities (content activities)581

PUBLISHING ACTIVITIES (PARTLY) DIVISIONS 58

Other telecommunications activities6190619

Satellite telecommunications activities6130613

Wireless telecommunications activities6120612

Wired telecommunications activities6110611

TELECOMMUNICATIONSDIVISIONS 61 

ICT PRODUCING SERVICESClassGroup
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‘‘ICT Service ICT Service ActivitiesActivities’’
ISIC Rev. 4 divisions groups and classes of the ISIC Rev. 4 divisions groups and classes of the 

News agency activities 6321

Other information service activities632

Web portals6312

INFORMATION SERVICE ACTIVITIESDIVISIONS 63 

Other information service activities n.e.c. 6329

Data processing, hosting and related activities6311

Web portals, data processing, hosting and related activities631

Other information technology service activities6209

Information technology consultancy activities and computer facilities management 
activities6202

Computer programming activities6201

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICE ACTIVITIESDIVISIONS 62 

ICT PRODUCING SERVICESClassGroup


